THE ONE-STOP SHOP FOR STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

The Canvas Learning Management Platform allows schools to craft the learning ecosystem that fits their classrooms and accelerates their learning initiatives. Through effective integrations, consistent product design, and obstacle-free features that actually get used, schools can streamline the learning experience from its littlest of learners to those beginning to think of college- and career-readiness.

ACCELERATE AND SCALE KEY LEARNING INITIATIVES

**Personalized Learning** - MasteryPaths (within Canvas LMS) allows teachers to easily scale differentiated curriculum, unique to where students are and responsive to how they learn best, without giving up their nights and weekends to do so.

**Equitable Access** - With Blueprint courses (within Canvas LMS), schools and districts can easily guarantee high-quality, viable curriculum scaled across all classrooms.

**Student Assessment** - Key to identifying individual needs and personalizing instruction, MasteryConnect is the innovative assessment tool that gives teachers and admins data they can actually use to inform teaching and learning through formative, interim, and through-course assessments.

**Professional Learning** - Canvas Practice engages educators in a continuous cycle of deliberate practice, self-reflection, and peer + expert feedback, accelerating the development of leaders and teachers.

**Learning Portfolios and Credentialing** - For teachers and students alike, Portfolium captures authentic non-traditional assessment and elegantly showcases evidence of learning. Engage students along pathways that prepare them for college and careers, or develop and retain great teachers with credentialed PD. For the learner in everyone it’s a living, breathing, digital portfolio that never expires.

**Open Education Resources** - Beginning with openness and Interoperability, the Canvas Learning Management Platform allows leaders to craft the learning ecosystem that can grow and evolve with the needs of their schools and district, playing nicely with their favorite teaching and learning tools.

**UDL and Accessibility** - The Canvas platform offers students multiple means of engagement, representation, and expression, maximizing diversity in the teaching and learning of all students. Canvas prioritizes fundamental accessibility in every product, providing diverse populations of students, teachers, and parents with equitable access to all materials and instruction.
UNPARALLELED RELIABILITY & SUPPORT

99.9% uptime doesn’t just happen. But Canvas deftly handles millions of concurrent users and millions of course migrations with virtually zero downtime. From the world’s most trusted LMS comes an array of deliberate teaching and learning tools built with superior functionality and backed by industry-leading support, resulting in awesomely reliable products that simply get used.

PREPARATION BEYOND THE K-12 CLASSROOM

Leaders are well aware of their responsibility in preparing each student for the next step of their education. Throughout the K–12 experience, leaders in education can make the choice to provide familiar, consistent learning tools during their students’ entire K–20 experience. No LMS has a greater combined impact in the K–12 and Higher Ed classroom than Canvas LMS. Canvas is committed to providing the right learning environment at the right time, developing the learning platform that can grow and adapt alongside each and every school.

Helping Ed Leaders Scale for Equity

• Consistency
  - create and maintain

• Collaboration
  - facilitate and reinforce

• Cost-effectiveness
  - provide value at scale

• Collective teacher effectiveness
  - impact achievement